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The comparitive evaluation of programming languages has
been characterized by inadequate criteria of comparison, and
by insufficiently defined methods of demonstrating their
differences. A more comprehensive approach to language eval-
uation, taken by Sammet [1] for example, is to define an or-
ganized set of technical characteristics considered to be
relevant to the evaluation, and then to describe each language
in terms of these characteristics. Examples of such technical
characteristics may be the character set used in the language,
types of variables, types of statements, and so on.
By this means one may at least arrive at adequate criteria
for comparing languages, but there remains the problem of
codifying the information gathered so as to be able to arrive
at an understanding of its meaning. Obviously, if a number
of higher order languages of the customary degree of complexity
are being compared, the sheer bulk of information' is too great
to allow of a narrative style of comparison. The solution is
to tabulate the descriptions under the heading of each characteristic
. in turn. It is then a simple matter to compare one language
with another according to the purpose one has in view. The
advantages of using the tabular form can be summed up as follows:
conciseness and clarity in classification.
completeness by revealing areas of deficiency of
languages.
ease'of cross-referencing.
The use of tables, even though bringing a detailed
comparison down to manageable proportions, cannot provide entirely
adequately an overview of the majJr features of the lanquages
being evaluated. For this purpose what is required is a
summary of the content of the comparison tables, including a
rough quantitative "merit rating" of each feature. To illustrate
the meaning of the merit rating, consider three languages
whose vector-matrix manipulation features are being compared.
Language A might have a full range of vector-matrix operations
available, including inversion and computation,of the adjoint.
Language B might have no, explicit-vector matrix operations as
such, but possess features from which 'they, could be synthesized
with some degree of effort. Language C might be completely
intractable. On a scale of 0 to 10 one might rate the languages
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This document makes a comparative evaluation of eight









* MAC 360 .
A summary of the functional req\.:Orements for a language for
general use in manned aerodynamic.applications is presented
in Figure 1.1. The approach described in the previous para-
graprs is taken in their evaluation; the major features in
the language are given merit ratings on the scale 0 to 10.
The purpose of the evaluation is to supply background material
with the help of which the wor~h of each language in some particular
application can be assessed. A suggested strategy which one might
employ in using the evaluation is to weigh each merit rating by an
"importance factor" for the given application .. The content 6f this
document hopefully reflects no bias in application itself (except
of course in the seleclion of the languages to be compared). The
languages that are new and evolving may·change considerably due to
nr.w additions or .extensions. Such chang.es, of course, will not be
reflected in the tables.
The remainder of the document is laid out in the following
way. Section II gives a synopsis of the t.echnical characteristics
used as a basis of comparison, together with various explanatory
notes relating to the comparison tables themselves, which may be
found in the appendix.
1.
It might be argued that generating ratings in this way is
valueless since to a larqe extent it is intuitive and SUbjective.
In defense, it is asserted that the value of a subje~tive
judgement lies in the experience and authority with which
it is made. In practice it has been found that a meaningful
consensus of opinion on the merits of a language's
features can be arrived at. Those especially sceptical





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Section III summarizes the content of the tables, and gives
meri~ ratings for the features of the languages.
II. Outline of Comparison
In this section the set of technical characteristics used
in the language comparison are explained. For the purposes
of the comparison the languages are divided into three groups
as follows:












The appendix contains separate comparison tables for each
language group, each prefaced by a brief resume of the languages
comprising the group ~ --
The organized set of technical characteristics (six classes)
used as a basis for the comparison tables has the follo~'ing
structure:
1. Form of Language-. ~omprising the physical and conceptual
properties of the language itself as distinct from those
of programs written in the language.
2. Structure of Program- pertaining to the way in which programs
are constructed from' the elemental parts of the language.
3. Data Element Types, Groups and Operations- describing what
data can be handled in the language, and what operations
can be performed on it.
4. Executable Statements- categorizing the imperative statements
"causing or controllin-g "operati.ons on data. t
5. Non-Executable Statements- categorizing the declarative
statements SupplYlng lnformation about data, storage
allocation, external environment and numerous other items.
3
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6. Structure of Language and Compiler Interaction-relating to
characteristics of the language which interact with compiler
properties, or with its use.
These six major classes are further subdivided as follows:
1.0 Form of.Language
1.1 Character Set
1.1.1 Upper Case Letters
1.1.2 Lower Case Letters
1.1.3 Arabic Numerals








1.2 Types of Basic Elements
1.2.1 Language Defined Elements
1.2.1.1 Keywords or Primitives




























1.3.1.4 Label Variable Names
1.3;1.5 Others
1.3.2 Formation Rules for Identifiers








1. 3 • 5. 1. 3 Form
1.3.5.1.4 Allowable Dat~ Elements
1.3.5.2 Qualification
1.3.5.3 Qualification and Subscription
1.3;5.4 Numbering Conventions
1.3.6 Scope of N~es Based on or Relative to Program Structure
1.3.6.1 System Names (Shared)
1~3.6.2 Global Names (Shared)
1.3.6.3 Local Names






























1.5.1 Physical Input Format
1.5.1.1 Linear
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2.1.2.1 Smallest Executable S~atement
2.1.2.2 Grouped Executable Statement
2.1.2.2.1 Block Structure
2.1.2.2.2 Others
2 •1. 2 • 3 Loops
( ).-
2.1.2.4 Procedures, F~nctions or Subroutines
2.1.2.5 Inclusion of Other Languages
~..- 2.1.2.5.1 Assembly Language (AL.>
2.1.2.5.2 ~ssembly Routines
2.1.2.5.3 Higher Order Language (HOL)
2.1.2.5.4 HOL-AL Co~unication
2.1.3 Intermingling Order for Non-Executable and Executable
Statements.
2.1. 4 ., Operating &ystem Interface
2.2 Statement Characteristics.
2.2.1 Methods of Delimiting
2.2.1.1 Explicit and/or Contextual
2.2.1.2 Implicit
2.2.2 Parameter Passage Required (Different Data Types)





.".2:'.2_2..1-.2...1. ' ..Input ,~,
2.2.2.1.2.2 Output
"
7 r I' 1.4
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3.0 Data Element Types, Groups and Operations
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3.1. 1. 2 Boolean







3. 1. 2 • 1. 4 Other
3.1.2.2 Bit String
3.1.2.3 Text String
3.2 Groups of-Data Elements
3.2.1 Arrays
3.2.2 Hierarchical Structures
3.2.3 Combinations of Above
3.2.4 Files
-
3.3 Operations With Data Element Types and Groups
3.3.1 Intermingling Rules for Mixed Data Types
3.3.2 Conversion Rules
3.3.3 Alignment Rules
3.3.4 Precision and Computation Rules
3.3.5 Precedence and Sequencing Rules
3.4 Accessibility of Data
3.4.1 Hardware Defined
3. 4 •1. 1 Bits
3.4.1. 2 Bytes
3 • 4 .1. 3 Words
3. 4 .1. 4 Others
3.4.2 Language Defined
'3. 4~ 2.1 Variables and Constants
3.4.2.2 Arrays
3.4.2.3 Hierarchical Structures
3 .~4.2 .. 4 Combinatio~s
3.5 Scop!"! of Data r .. · 16
9
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4.0 Executable Statements
4.1 Assignment, Exchange and Computation Statements














4.1.4 Nested Assignment (Factoring)
4.1.5 Conversion Rules for Results
f\.
4.2 Textual Data Handling Statements




4.3 Sequence Control and Decision Making Statements
4.3.1 Unconditional Control Transfer
4.3.1.1 No Return
4.3.1.• 2 Return
4.3.2 Conditional Control Transfer
4.3.2.1 No Return
4.3.2.2 Return
4.3.3 Loop or Index Contro~
4.3.3.1 Loop Designation
4.3.3.2 Rangeo£ Loops
4.3.3.3 Iteration Control Mechanism
'.
10 :17






4.3.4.2 Scheduling and Dispatching
:" "\.








4.3.5 Error"Condition and Program Checking
~.4 Symbolic Data Handling Statements




4."5 Interaction With Operating System and/or Environment Statements
4.5.1" Input/Output
4.5.1.1 File Initialization/Processing/Termination
4.5.1.2 File Positioning and Handling
4.5.2 Library Reference
4.5.3 Debugging
4.5.4 Storage and Segmentation Allocation
4~5.4.l Static
4.5.4.2 " Dynamic




5.1.1 Data Element Type Declarations
5.1.1.1 Consta~ts
11 18

















5.1.1.3 Presetting of Declarations
5.1.1.4 Nesting (Factoring) of Declarations
5.1.1.5 Default Options
5.1.1.6 Numbering Conventions
5.1.2 Group Type Declarations
5.1.2.1 Array Declarations
5.1.2.2 Hierarchical Structures
5.1.2.3 Procedure, Function, Subroutine
Declarations
5.1.2.4 Presetting
5.1~2.5 Nesting (Factoring) of Declarations
5.1.2.6 Default Options
5.1.2.7 Numbering Conventions
5.1.3 Interactio~ With Operating System and/or Environment
5.1.3.1 File Declarations









Structure of Language and Compiler Interaction


















6.4 Subsets or Dialects
6.5 Debugging, Parametric Programming Facilities
6.5.1 Compilation Time
6.5.2 Object Time
6.6 Effect of 'Language Design on Implementa,tion Efficiency, Remarks
C·
Some of the headings found in the list may be unfamiliar: a
glossary of the rarer terms may be found in Section IV. To
keep the comparison tables jownto a manageable size, the content
is presented in a much abbreviated form. In cases of difficulty
the relevant user guide listed in the table of references should
be consulted. If a technical characteristic does not exist in'
a particular entry, 'NO' is entered in the table.
13' r"r' 20,.
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III. Summary of Comparison
In this section the content of the comparison taoles set
out in Sees. VI-VIII are summarized. In order to make the summary
more meaningful, the technical characteristics of the eight
languages compared have been regrouped into 17 major language
features. For each of the fee 'J.lres, a few brief comparative
remarks are made, and the languages' merit ratingS:'-given. All
eight languages are compared without division into the three
groups specified in Section II.
It is stressed at this, point that the merit ratings given
reflect ~he degree to which the lan9uages possess comprehensive
coverage of the language features, but do not reflect the ease
of use of the language features. To give an-example, consider
three languages A, B, and C. Suppose that A and B have a full
vector-matrix arithmetic facility. Suppose also that the languages
can be ranked C, B, A in terms of ease of use of the facility.
Then A and B would both be given an equal, high merit rating,
but C a low rating. '
It is also important to bear in mind when interpreting
the merit ratings, that the figures given are not entirely
relative: the language giving best coverage of a feature is
not automatically given a rating of 10, or the worst a rating
of o. However in many instances th€ best language does get a
high merit rating of 8-10, because it has in these cases been
judged to be very adequate in its coverage of the feature in
question. Very low ratings may indicate that the language
is outside its recognized field of application.
The merit ratings for each feature are given in the following
form:
liliEIiJ C I A~
In place of each letter the merit rating (on the scale 0-10)
for the corresponding language is given. The letters have
the following connotation:
p = PL/l C = CLASP
H = HAL A = ALGOL 60
J = JOVIAL/J3 F = FORTRAN IV
S = SPL/J6 M = MAC-360
'. 14 ( , 21.
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The.broad black divisions indicate divisions between the three
language groups.
1. Basic Language Form
All languages except A,F take advantage of a full standard
character set. F uses a very restricted character set; A a
restricted set with some unusual symbols. All languages except
F are stream oriented~ but P,H have the fewest restrictions.
H,M have multiline inputs which makes source input more like
the problem statement and thus easier to use. Languages contain
certain numbers of keywords related to their complexities;
in H,J,C,M these are reserved words. C,F,M have the most
restrictions on the formation of identifiers. F contains
the least punctuation.
2. Program Structure
All languages except S,C,F have a hierarchical block structure.
Only'S,C have provision for inline machine code. P,H,A,M
'allow integrally compiled procedures and functi~s, possibly
nested; in J ,S',C such procedures and functions exist but cannot
be nested; in F procedures and furictions are generally separately
compiled. In addition H allows separately compiled programs
to be invoked, and M separately compiled procedures. P,S,A
have recursion, P,S, at the user's option. Sallows reentrancy
at the user's option. P,H,C have call-by-address and call-by-
value; J,S,A have call-by-name and call-by-value (A at user
option); F has call-by-address, and M has its own version of
call-by-value.
3. Data Elements
All languages have integer and scalar data elements except M,
which has "index" data elements instead of integer, usable only
in a restricted way. All languages except M have a form of Boolean
data. element. H,J,S,C,M have vector and matrix elements. P,F
• 'have "complex data el"€men1:s~ P.yIl,J ys.,.c have. £ixed-pointasi'-
well as floating-point elements. In addition J,S,C have
location data elements.
lSI. f 22
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P,Hhave bit strings and character stringsi J,S,C,A have
character strings only, A allowing very limited use. A,F,M
give no access to hardware leveJs of data, other languages a
varying degree. P,H,S,C,F allow precision of certain data
elements to be speci~ied explicitly.
'4. Data Aggregates
All languages possess the equivalent of multidimensional arrays
of data. In addition, P,H,S,C permit hierarchical (tree-like')
organizations of data elements. P,H,S,C also allow combinations
of arrays and hierarchical organizations, C however, only in
a limited way.
5. Subscripting of Elements and'}Aggregates
All languages allow subscripting,'C,F,M'only of very limited
form. P,H,J,S allow subscripted subscripts. P,H,S,C
subscripting includes a cross-~ection facility. Only H
subscripting includes full partitioning ability on subscripts
of any level, for elements (where applicable) and aggregates.
6. Arithmetic Processi~g
F does not allow mixing of integer and scalar types: other
languages have no special restrictions on authentic statements.
P,H,S,C,A allow assignments to multiple. receivers, sometimes
of mixed type. P,A allow conditional sub-expressions to be
intermixed.J,S,C have symmetrical exchange statements. Of
the languages which permit fixed-point operation, P,J,S,C
allow mixing with floating point. Only P,A,F possess integer
division capability. P,H have comprehensive facility for
arithmetic processing on array aggregates; S,C,M a very
limited facility.
'. 16 23








7. Processing of Text and Bit Strings
A,F,M have neither bit string nor text string pr0cessing
abilities. J,S,C do not have a bit string processing ability.
J,S,C can only do string assignments and conversions. P,H
have a catenation and substring selection facility. Only H
has a text string comparison facility. None of the languages
can directly sort or edit text st~ings. Of those languages
which handle strings, only P,H have a comprehensive ability
to operate on array aggregates of strings.
8. Seguence Control and Decision Making
All languages have the equivalent of an'unconditional 'goto'
and 'do case' (' compu.ted goto '). All languages except F have
an 'if-then-else' structure or its equivalent. F has only
the equivalent of the 'if-then' structure. All languages have
the capacity to specify nested 'do-groups' in some form•. J,S,C,
F,M can include only one range specification for each do-group.
P,H,A can include a list of range specifications to be executed
serially. In P,A a 'while' clause can optionally be appended
to each item in the list: in H at the end of the list only~
Only F does not allow negative increments. P,H,J,S,C~A have
also·a 'do-while' facility or its equivalent.
9. Real Time Processing
J,A,F,M have no real time processing capability. P,H have a
multi-tasking facility; and S a limited facility of a similar
type. P,H have a scheduling and dispatching facility; 5 a
limited facility. P,H,S,C, all have locking, interrupt and
error-handling capabilities of some degree of sophistication •
24
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10. List and Symbolic Data Handling
!
' .
J,S,C,A,F,M have no facilities whatsoever. P,H have no symbolic
data handling facility as such, but elementary list processing
operations can be synthesized in P with some difficulty.
11. Input-Output Operations
Comparison of the I/O facilities provided by different languages
is very difficult, because languages are very diverse in these
features. Only very broad comments will be made here: the
above merit ratings should be viewed with a healthy scepticism.
C,A provide no I/O features 'as an inherent part of the language.
M provides the limited purpose-oriented I/O features READ,
PRINT and PUNCH. J,S provide record-oriented device independent
file I/O with provision for specifying the file parameters. F
provides device-independent I/O oriented towards non-direct
access devices (extensions exist). P,H provide device-independent
I/O for direct-access and other devices. In·P file specifications
can be made. In P,H,J,S,F the logical device CEP be specified.
On input, H is. stream oriented; F is format oriented and P,M
have both capabilities. Similar remarks are true of output.
12. Data Declarations
All languages provide data declaration statements commensurate
with their needs. P,H,F,M have default (implicit) declaration
capabilities. P,H,S,C,F allow factored declarations. P,H,J,S,C
allow data to be intialized at the time of declaration. F has
an equivalent facility with a separate statement.· Data elements
can be made constant (read only) in P,H,J,S,C.
..
..
18 . i' '25
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13. Formatting of I/O
J,S,C,A have no formatting capability. P,F provides separate
format statements to control position and form of each item input
or output. H provides control over position of data items only.
M has a limited formatting capability.
14. Compiler Optimization Directives
Consideration is not given to compilers for a language having
an optimization feature, but. only whether the control of such
a feature can be specified in the language. In this sense only
P,S,C have optimization directives, P only indirectly.
15. Debugging Aids
J,A,F have no debugging aids built into the language (some
implementations of F have been extended to include a trace
facility). S,C,M have trace facilities. Programs written
in P,H can include actions to be taken on occurrence of certain
errors: P provides an optional trace of subprogram ca:ls at
such time.
16. Extensibility of Language
C,A,F,M have no extensibility properties.· H,J,S have replacement
operations by which a name may represent statements or groups
thereof, giving a rudimentary ability. P has a compile-time
macro facility which gives a littte more power. No free
designed-in extensibility exists however.
[gr. 26
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17.· Functions Built Into Language
J,C,A are poor in built-in functions; S is better, P,H,F,M
are relatively prolific. Ratings given are based on supposition
that only functions which can be used in a language are
considered significant (for exam~le F is not penalized for not
having a LENGTH function because F has no string data) •
This concludes the summary of the language comparison
set out in full in the tables in Section VI - VIII. Note again
. that the merit ratings given above reflect the breadth of
the languages in each area of consideration, and not necessarily
the utility of that area. Figure 111.1 sets out again the-
rneri t ratings of the languages. ~)~-
20' 27
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Glossary
BOOTSTRAPPING: the process of writing a compiler for a language
in the language to be compiled.
CALL BY ADDRESS: passage of an address into a procedure or
function to substitute for the formal parameter
at the time of execution.
CALL BY NAME: passage of the name of a variable into a procedure
or function to substitue for the formal parameter
at execution time .
. CALL BY VALUE: passage of the value of a variable or expression
into a procedure or.function to substitute for
the formal parameter.
COPROCEDURES: two procedures P and Q are coprocedures if P can
call Q and return, and also Q can call P and
return.
DELIMITERS: parts of a language serving the syntactic purpose
of aiding the definition or identification of other
language elements.
DOCUMENTATION: in. the sense of the. comparison tables, the capacity of
a language to issue compiler directives to print
sYmbol tables, cross-reference ILstings and so on.
DOCUMENTATION CONTROL: the capacity of a language to control
the format .of..the printed matter constituting
documentation (in the .sense of the glossary).
EMBEDDING: the use of statements or statement groups as part of a
larger statement.
EXTENSIBLE: a language is extensible if in one program unit one
can specify entities which can then be'used as
if they were new permanent language elements (authentic
statement functions in FORTRAN, for example).
FACTORING: .the process o.f grouping a number of' data 'i temstogether
to'be operated on, or assigned attributes in an
identical way.
FUNCTIONAL MODIFIERS: a class of inline built-in functions possessed
in the JOVIAL language.
LINEAR'· INPUT: the use of on~yone..lineat a time .to wr.ite source
program 'statements, not more than one simultaneously •
.._~.- ...
NOISE WORD: a keyword having no syntactic use, put in to clarify
a meaning to the user of the language.
22 I 29
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NON-LINEAR INPUT: the simultaneous use of more than one line to
write source program statements (for example the
use of subscript lines).
PARAMETRIC PROGRAMMING: the use of symbolic statements which generate
source language statements at compile time.
PHYSICAL GRAPHICS: Special characters other than the alphanumerics,
used as delimiters, operators and so on •
. PURE PROCEDURES: procedures which do not modify themselves during
execution.
RECURSION, the ability of a procedure tq call itself, or more
generally of a chain of successive calls to be closed
{ X calls Y calls Z calls X ).
REENTERABLE: the ability of a procedure to be used concurrently by more
than one caller.
REENTRANT: the ability of a proceJure to handle calls and returns
. when being used conc.urrently by. more than one caller.
SERIALLY REUSABLE:
·:z··,
the ability of a procedure to look as if it had not be
modified during use when the return is made.
I'23' .30
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x converted to a bit string
• of size y.
Produces a bit string (z) whose
bit representation is a result
. of a given boolean operation on
two given bit strings (x,y).
x converted to a character
string of size y.
t:'},.
. . Character string of length x,
'composed of the highest characters
in the collating sequence.
Searches a specified string (x)
for a specified bit or character
string configuration (y). If
the configuration is found, the
starting location of that
configuration within the string
is returned.'
Finds, the string length of a
given value and returns it to
the point of invocation.
Character string length x,
composed of the lowest characters
in the collating sequence.
String x repeated y times.
Concatenation of all the elements
in an aggregate variable (x)
into a single string element.'
Substring of string x, starting

















6. . CONJG (x)
7. DECIMAL (x, [,y [, z)) )
8. DIVIDE (w,x,y [, z])
Source string S is translated
by rand p which represent




String-I and string-2 are
examined to verify that each
character or bit in the first
string is represented in
second string.
Function Value
Absolute value of x.
wadded to Xi y and z are
decimal integer constants
that specify the precision of
the result.
x converted to binary basei
y and z are decimal integer
constants that specify the
precision of the result.
Smallest integer this is >
to x.
Complex number with x as the
real part and y as the imaginary
part.
Conjugate of x.
. x converted to decimal basei
y and z are decimal integer
constants that specify the
precision of the result.
w divided by Xi Y and z are
decimal integer constants that






Function Name Function Value
l. *ATAN (x [, zl ) Arctan (x) • z defines x/z.
2. ATANH (x) Arctanh (x) •
3. *COS (x, z) Cos (x) •
4. COSH (x, z) Cosh (x) •
5. (x) (2/7iT) IX -t2ERF o edt.
6. ERFC (x) 1 - ERF (x) •
7. EXP (x) xe .
8. .LOG (x) . Log (x) •
9. LOG10 (x) Log lO ·(x) •
10. LOG2 (x) .Log2 (x) •
11- *SIN (x, z) Sin (x) •
12. SINH (x,z) YTXf
14. *TAN (x) Tan (x) •
15. TANH (x) Tanh (x) •
. * A separate function is available for operands expressed







13. MAX (x,y, ••• )





17. .PRE;CISION (x,y bz] )
18. REAL (x)





x converted to fixed-point
scale with y and z decimal
integer constants specifying the
precision of the result.
x converted to a floating-





Imaginary part of complex
number x.
Value of maximum argument.
Value of minimum argument.
Extracts the remainder
resulting from the division
of one real quanti ty by anothe'r
and returns it to the point
of invocation.
w multiplied by Xi Y and z
are decimal integer constants
that specify the precision of
the result.
x converted to precision
specified by decimal integers
y and z.
Real part of complex number x:
A fixed-point operand rounded
at a specific point specified
by n; or a floating-point
operand with and bias removed.
Returns real fIxed binary
'value of 1 if x > 0, 0 if x = 0,
and -1 if x < O.
FLOOR(X), if x ~ 0; otherwise










A bit string ot the maximum
length of any ~'lement of X,
with a 1 wherever all the
elements of X are r;-otherwise
result is zero.
,A bit string of the maximum
. length of any element of X,
with a 1 wherever any of the
elements of X are Ii otherwise
result is zero.
. Current extent of the Sth
dimension of X.
Current higher bound of the
Sth dimension of X.
Current lower bound of the
'Sth dimension of X.
a (m:n) and x (p:q) are
vectors with specified bounds











The product of all the
elements' of X.














Varying length character string
value of data field causing last
NN1E condition to be raised.
Character which caused an I/O
CONVERSION condition to be raised.
Code character identifying type
of interrupt that caused entry
into currently active on-unit.
Determines number of interrupts
yet to be handled during abnormal
completion of I/O event.
Determines file name on which
the lqst CONVERSION or I/O
operation was performed.
Value of key for record causing
. I/O condition to be raised.
Provides procedure name (entry
point) in which ON-CONDITION
interrupt occurred.
Contents of the last field
being processed when the last
CONVERSION interrupt occurred.
3.0 Based Storage (List Processing)








Finds the location (x) at which
a given variable has been allocated
and returns a pointer value to
the point of invocation.
Clears an area of storage
defined by an area variable.
Null point value; hence, it
does not identify any generation
.of data.
Returns NULL offset value so as
to indicate that an offset
variable does not currently
identify a~.allocation.















Determines the completion value
of a given event variable.
Priority of the named task
relative to the priority of
the task in which the function
, is evaluated"•.
Determines the status value
of a given event variable.
""I" if ~torage has" been allocated
for major structure Xi otherwise
.no ".
Determines number of data items
transmitted during the last
~" GET or PUT operation.
Current date, in form YY~~DD,
using year (Y), month (M), and
"day (D).
Current line number of specified
PRINT file.
Current time, in form HH~ll~STTT,
using hours (H), minutes (M),
seconds (S), and milliseconds (T).
131
BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS FOP. HAL
1.0 Computational
A. String Handling
1. INDEX (string, config)
Arguments: Bit or character string. Searches
a string for a specified bit or character
configur~tion. The starting location
of that configuration within the string
is returned as an integer data type.
2. LENGTH (string)
Arguments: Bit Or character string. Finds the':-
string length and returns it as an integer
da.ta type •
. 3. LJUST (character-string)
Result: LJUST removes all the leading blanks
of,a character string operand and
returns the resultant character string.
4. RJUST (character-string, p)
Result: RJUST creates a new character string of
length, p. The character string argument
is truncated on the left, or padded with
blanks on the left, depending on ",ht~ther
its length is greater or less than p.
p is a scalar expression which is rounded
to the nearest integer before use.
f'
B.Arithmetic Functions
Arguments: Bit strings, integers and scalars.
These functions return the same data
type as the argument (bit arguments are
first converted to integers; the function
returns an integer). Array arguments
yield array results.
1. ABS




Determines the smallest integral value that is
greater than or equal to the argument.
3. FLOOR
Determines the largest integral .value that does
not exceed the argument.
4. ROUND
Rounds the argument to nearest integral value.
5. SIGNUH
Returns +1, 0, -1 as argument is positive, zero,
and negative, respectively .
. 6. SIGN
Returns +1, -1 as argument is positive or zero,
and negative, respecti~ely.
7. TRUNCATE
Returns -0 if argument is less than +1 but greater
than -1; otherwise equivalent of SIGN (argument)
times the largest posi·tive integral value that
does not exceed ABS (argument).
8. MOD(a,b)
MOD extracts the re~ainder c such that (a-c)/b=N
where i-l" is an integral number. c is the s.nallest
positive number that must be subtracted from a
in order to make N an integral number.
C. .Mathematica.l
These functions return a scalar data type. Arguments
may be bit, integer, or scalar. (Bits and integers are
converted to scalars.) Array arguments yield array
results.
1. ARCCOS
Inverse trigonometric cosine; argument in closed
.in~erval 1-1,1]; results in closed interval [0, ~].
i I 133
2. ARCCOSH
Inverse hyperbolic cosine; arg not less tnan 1.
3., ,ARCSIN
Inverse trigonometric sine; arg in closed interval
[-I,ll; result in closed interval [-n/2, n/2].
4., ARCSINH
Inverse hyperbolic arc sine; arg any value.
5. ARCTAN
Inverse trigono~etric tangent; arg any value;
result in open interval [-n/2, n/2J.
6. ARCTANH
Inverse hyperboli~ tangent; largl<l.
<, 7. COS
Trigonometric cosine; arg in radians;
8. COSH







Natural logarithm; arg positive and non-zero.
11. SIN





Trigonometric tangent; arg in radians; arg not odd
multiple of ~/2; largl<K2.
14. TANH
" '\
Hyperbolic tange'Jlti arg any value.
15. SQRT
Square root; arg positive.
Note: Kl, K2 and K3 are upper limits which depend
upon machine characteristics.
D. Array
These functions have the following general format:
function-iabel(single operand)
where the function will operate on the "linear array"
representing the "inner-most" free index of the argument.
The single-operand may be of bit, integer, scalar,
vector, or matrix data types or arrays of these types.
The following table' indicates the array shape and


















'Subscripts indicate shape and dimension (i.e., <array-
shape>:<dimensions»i = vector length; m,n = matrix
rows, columns; a,b = array shape. (In general, the
argument array shape may be a,b,c, ••• etc.)
NOTES:
(1) X may be bit string, integer or scalar.
(2) A is an integer if X is a bit string or integer.
(3) S indicates scalar.
(4) ] indicates array.
135
.1
The linear array functions are:
1. SUM
Sums over inner=most free-index.
2. PROD
Forms product over inner-most free index.
3. MAX
Finds maximum element value over inner-most
free index.
4. MIN
Finds minimum element value over inner-most
free index.
NOTE: "free-index" means subscript level with a
free range of values rather than a single index
value assigned. ~he functions operate only
over one dimension (one subscript range) •
E. Matrix-Vector
Arguments may be vectors ·or matrices (as applicable).
Array arguments yield array results.
1. ABVAL"·
Absolute value of magnitude of vector; argument
may be a vector of dny length.
2. ADJ
Adjoint; argument is invertible square matr~x of
any dimension; result is equal to
DET(argument)times INVERSE(argument).
3. DET
Determinant; argument is a square matrix.
4. INVERSE
··:rnverse·;argument·· is square ·matrix; result is







Trace; argument is square matrix; result is sum,
pf ,~iag~nal,matrix elements.
6. TRANSPOSE
Transpose, argument is matrix of any dimensions;
result is the interchange of the rows and columns
of the argument. •
'7. UNIT
Unit vector; argument is vector of any length;
result is a vector of magnitude 1 and in line
with argument.
F. Data-Type Conversion and, Shaping
.r } .•
Arguments: Bit, integer, scalar, vector, matrix,
character, and arrays of these types.
:,., Arrayed arg:uments yeild arrayed results.
Matrix and vector arguments with INTEGER,
SCALAR, BIT, and CHARACTER functions also
yield array results.
(\.
Converts argument to integer
2." SCALAR ().
Converts argument to scalar.'
3. BIT
Converts argument to bit string.
4. CHARACTER
Converts argument to character.
5. VECTOR
Converts argument to vector.
6. MATRIX
'Converts 'argument' to 'matrix.
I I 137
These functions when sUbscripted can be used
to create data types (same as function names)




would create a 3~5J -array of 3x3 matr:~. 'ges. The
argument list may contain data types and mixtures
of types listed above (under "Arguments").
'Repetition may be indicated with the # operator
preceded by th~ nUfilier of repetitions, and followed










Result is the current base random. number in the
pseudo-random number generator. This function enables
the progra~ner to make successive runs of a program
without repeating sequences of pseudo-random numbers.
2. RANDOMG
Selects a random number from a Gaussian distribution.
3. TI,ME,
Returns current time as integer.
4. DATE
Returns current data as integer.
Pseudo-variables
A pseudo-vari~ble, in HAL, is a function that can only appear
on the left of an equal sign (=) in an assignment or DO
statement. The only defined pseudo-variable is SUBBIT.
SUBBIT permi ts bit strings to be assigned directly to the
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RESULTS FROM MIXED MODE OPEP~T10NS
INTEGER FIXED FLOATING. BOOLEAN STATUS TEXT
(I) (A) (F) (B) (V) . (T or H)
INTEGER I A F I I I
FIXED A A F A A A
FLOA'l'ING F F F F F F
BOOLEAN I A F I I I
STATUS I A F I I I





JOVIAL (J3) CONVERSION RESULTS (ARITH~lliTIC OPERATIQNS)













Integer and Integer +,-, *
Integer and Integer /
Integer and Fixed Point +.-,*,/
Integer and Floating Point +,-,*,/
Fixed Point and Fixed Point ,,'j... +,-, * ,/
Fixed Point and Floating Point +,-,*,/
Floating Point and Floating Point +,-,*,/


















1) Convert EBCDIC to ASCII
2) EBCDIC decimal to floating point
3) EBCDIC hexadecimal to unsigned binary
4) EBCDIC integer to signed binary
5) EBCDIC octal to unsigned binary
t·} ..
B) Output
1) Convert ASCII to EBCD1C
2) Convert signed fixed-point number to EBCDIC
3) Convert floating-point number to EBCDIC
4) Convert integer to EBCDIC hexadecimal







































'-l }!j S::J~ .'\; CJ
B) General ~ tft/j
1) Hyperbolic sine I I
2) Hyperbolic cosine I I
3) Hyperbolic tangent I I
4) Natural loge.ri thm I I
., '\
5) Common logari thn{' . ~.~. I I
6) Compute eX I
7) Square root (positive) I I
ll) Integer divide I
3. General Procedures
AJ Sort Single ~vord Entries IB, Sort Nultiple \'Jord I










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































111 , II 111 I;' I)
.
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1) Convert EBCDIC to ASCII
2) Convert integer to floating point
3) EBCDIC hexadecimal to unsigned binary
4) EBCDIC integer to signed binary
5) EBCDIC octal to unsigned binary
B. Output
ALGOL
3) Convert flo~ting-point number to integer
4) Convert integer to EBCDIC hexa.decimal.







































































2) Convert signed fi~ed-point to num
to EBCDIC
6) Convert single precision to double
precision












_:-:. ,;" ,,,~........ ,. 5Y ·Cosecant· I
6) Cotangent .;









; .. 5) Arc-cosecant
("." 6) Arc-cotangent
C. Hyperbolic Functions (~calar-Scalar)
1) . Hyperbolic Sine .;
2) Hyperbolic Cosine .;
'0'
3) Hyperbolic Tangent .; .;
4) Hyperbolic Sec.int .;
5) Hyperbolic Cosecant .;
6) Hyperbolic Cotangent .;
D. Inverse Hyperbolic Functions
(Scalar-Scalar)
1) Inverse Hyperbolic Sine .,I'
2) Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine .;
3) Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent .;
::.....~~..;.- .
,\lSI" ;. ~::;
-4) Hyperboli:c'Secarit '.' .~~::\·J:nvers~
5) Inverse Hyperboiic Cosecant
















8) IDHATRIX . .;







4) Maximum ./ .;
5) Minimum .; .;
./
6) DQPHASE .;
7) DIGITB, DIGITG .;
8) RDFLD, RDPTB, RDTPG .;
9) SIGF .;
10) SGN '. .;
11) SIGN .; .;
12) ROUND .;




15) Remaindering (DoUble Precision) .; ." .
,
16) Transfer of Sign .;
17) Positive Difference .;
18) R~al Part of Complex Argument .; .. ~
•.-oJ!
19) Imaginary Part. of C01tt'Ie x .;
Argument










21) Conjugate of Complex Argument
22) Modulus (Complex)
23) Most Significant Part of
Double Precision Argument
'.
285
.;
.;
.;
• •
